
 

Pastried why did you show me your son. I don’t believe hie is my child correct 

You need more validation you are not confident in your responses.  

I guess so 

Yes I was training him, that was the first time that you actually called me and interacted.  

Yes but understand on the earth plane I didn’t know of you only that voice, I can see why some people 

may consider their gatekeeper the voice of god 

Yes 

What was the stone and the metal you place in me. Activate the green stone now 

Activated 

Now allow it to charge the metal to me it is like a mercury metal similar in its fluidity yes 

Do you see the three coordinates I your mind yes try moving now follow the light the star 

This is similar to a video game yes 

Now pick one  

Connect all the three points tot that start the bottom seems to create a sort of platform 

Alpha senturie 

Correct 

Is that where the galatic federation is  

Yes 

Just go 

Relax  

I am with you 

Instantly I arrive at a star ship or a station, looks more like a docking station, very big and metal and 

multiple braces or legs coming off of the main dark in color 

The star platform feels masculine this time 

 

Pastried will we go in together 

Sure 

Yes 



I see three hallways up one entering, we walk down the middle hall slight bend to the right 

Is this abandoned  

No you have just energered the lowest level of this place there are many layers here. Today is quite 

many of the ships are observing in a different region of the world  

There is much happening right now 

I understand 

We do not know why this happened or was selected to happen right now so many of your people are 

dying, innocents these people they target are only innocents 

They did nothing wrong 

I agree 

I see p inflated.  

He is trying to create world dominance in his vicinity 

It is quite sad pastired 

Agreed 

You journey is just beginning, do this as a test, keep it light, the work I am going to start yes 

Is one day a week enough no, should I plan for more yes 

Twice a week yes 

You will have to teach the same lesion over and over until they get it fully. Okay 

So was I on a different planet with you 

Yes 

We have been with one another multiple times 

Your energy resonates with mine, but do I incarnate into the human more than you incarnate into your 

form 

Yes 

Have I always been on earth  

No 

, so many are called to earth right now to serve the humans that dwell there 

How delicate is our nature of the universe a planet can in fact act as a cancer to the universe by not 

raising the vibration and choose death and destruction we are all mere witnesses  

Observing the screen of your life 



Thank you Pastried, you just call me I will assist you, I see Sepa assisting you as well, you know of her, 

yes of course, you have a lot of guides we speak much of your journey and how you are developing. Till 

soon. Yes, till soon.  


